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Summer is all about traveling. After months spent 
working hard, we all deserve a little treat in the 
form of a break. Whether it is a weekend retreat 

with close friends, a romantic getaway with the person you 
love or a fun family vacation, World Spa & Travel Magazine  
provides you with the trendiest set of the luxury hotels as 
options for your next achor point in these destinations. The 
Luxury 50 hotels ensure style, luxury, comfort and highlight 
each destination’s best features in fresh new ways. Dying to 
visit Europe’s most sought-after destination this year? Stay 
at the Amanzoe Greece where you can book sailing trips 
across the Peloponnese Peninsula. Experience true royalty 
in Fairmont Jaipur while adding excitement with a hot air 
balloon over the beautiful Aravalli Hills. We cover a varied 
selection of hotels featuring the trending Mediterranean,  
resorts with breathtaking views, luxury eco friendly villas 
and more. For those travelers who are on the path for peace 
and serenity, there is always the Uma Punakha Bhutan. 
For a luxury safari atmosphere, we have a perfect camp 
located in the middle of the Mara River. No matter what 
preference or end goal your trip entails, there is always a 
luxurious option handy.
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Located on the beach and surrounded by a botanical haven, 
the Dorado Beach Ritz-Carlton represents true Caribbean 
luxury. The property has been restored to its original 1920’s 
hacienda grandeur, adding to the cultural experience. The 
biggest perk about being a beach resort is that all rooms are 
directly situated on the beach. However, the most suggested 
URRP�LV�WKH�3OXQJH�5HVHUYH��ZKLFK�RIIHUV�LWV�RZQ�LQÀQLW\�HGJH�
pool. There are various spa treatments where one can enhance 
DOO�ÀYH�VHQVHV�WKURXJK�WUDGLWLRQDO�3XHUWR�5LFDQ�LQJUHGLHQWV�
and indigenous soothing treatments. The Dorado Beach Ritz-
Carlton accentuates its stay by including a restaurant by Jose 
Andres, specializing in traditional savory blend of Puerto Rican 
cuisine as well as Jose Andres’ traditional Spanish style cuisine. 
This resort is all-year vacation destination so where ever you 
are during your gloomy winter days, pack up and spend a great 
vacation basking in the sun in the Caribbean.

Relive the grandeur of the roaring 20’s in America with the 
Nomad Hotel located in the center of Manhattan. Designed by 
French designer Jacques Garcia, the beaux-arts style building 
has been restored to its original extravagance. The hotel is 
intended to be a fresh take on the classic European hotels with 
a dash of New York sensibility.  Luxury is incorporated in 
through every inch of hotel beginning with the hand-selected 
furnishing included in each room extending to the soaring 
ceilings throughout public spaces. The hotel’s dining service 
celebrates the great wine growing regions of the world as 
well as providing innovative classically centered culinary 
options, which is overseen by restaurateur Will Guidara.  
Being centered in Manhattan makes the Nomad a year-
round destination. Staying true to its promise of luxury, any 
amenity that is missing can be attained through the Nomad’s 
comprehensive concierge team. Although the Nomad does 
not have an in-house spa, the concierge team can arrange any 
preferred spa treatments. Indulge and experience the epicenter 
of culture in America, the proper way. 

The ETT HEM Stockholm is a beautiful 12-bedroom townhouse 
located in Sweden.  The townhouse’s interior is decorated with 
an abundance of modern art pieces and a marble hammam 
leading to an outdoors walled garden. The townhouse was built 
in the early 20th century and was completely refurbished with 
beautiful Scandinavian classic pieces like a pelican chair and 
a paper bear chair throughout every suite. The ETT HEM is in 
fact a townhouse, so it is very easy to feel like you actually live 
there. There aren’t any fancy a la carte options for meals, but the 
home-style meal service adds to the family feel in the hotel. The 
staff is also remarkably friendly, making you feel even more at 
home. ETT HEM Stockholm is the one of the most beautiful, 
stylish, and comfortable places in Stockholm.  
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